# | title | Area | Fall | Winter | Spring |
---|---|---|---|---|---|
401-1 | Psychology Proseminar: Biological & Cognitive Bases of Behavior | grad | all | Beeman | |
401-2 | Psychology Proseminar: Social & Personality Bases of Behavior | grad | all | Beeman | |
403 | Clinical Prosem | grad | clinical | Tackett | Tackett | Tackett |
405 | Psychometric Theory | grad | pers | | Reveille | |
412-1,2,3 | Assessment Practicum | grad | clinical | Zinbarg | Zinbarg | Zinbarg |
413-1,2,3 | Anxiety: Assessment & Treatment | grad | clinical | Zinbarg | Zinbarg | Zinbarg |
414-1,2,3 | Depression: Assessment & Treatment | grad | clinical | Young | Young | Young |
415-1,2,3 | Treatment Practicum: Family & Systems Approach | grad | clinical | Lebow | Lebow | Lebow |
416-1,2,3 | Treatment Practicum: DBT | grad | clinical | Maslar | Maslar | Maslar |
434 | Clinical Research Methods | grad | clinical | | Nusslock | |
421-1 | Psychopathology | grad | clinical | | Mittal | |
440 | Self-Regulation | grad | social | | Finkel | |
446 | Memory and Cognition | grad | cog | | Rips | |
450 | Fundamentals of Statistics | grad | cog | | Suzuki | |
451-1 | Stats in Experimental Design | grad | stats | | Bailey | |
453-1 | Correlation and Regression | grad | stats | | Bailey | |
454 | Structural Equation Modeling | grad | stats | | Reveille | |
456 | Teaching of Psychology | grad | all | | Engeln | |
460 | Topics in Cognition: Matlab | grad | cog | | Franconeri | |
460 | Topics in Cognition: Presenting your Research | grad | cog | | Franconeri | |
460 | Topics in Cognition: Visual Thinking in Education | grad | cog | | Franconeri | |
460 | Topics in Cognition: Discourse Processing | grad | cog | | Horton | |
466 | Analogy and Similarity | grad | cog | | Gentner | |
470 | Topics in BBC: Mind and Brain | grad | BBC | | Paller | |
470 | Topics in BBC: Analysis of fMRI data | grad | BBC | | Reber | |
481 | Theories of Social Psychology | grad | social | | Molden | |
482 | Methods of Social Psychology | grad | social | | Destin | |
486 | Stereotyping and Prejudice | grad | social | | Perry | |
489 | Topics in Social Psych: The Self | grad | social | | Gardner | |
489 | Topics in Social Psych: Applying Social Cognition Research | grad | social | | Bodenhausen | |
495-1 | Clinical Assessment | grad | clinical | | Tackett | |
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>497</td>
<td>Special Topics in Clinical Psychology: Schizophrenia Research (cross-listed with 357)</td>
<td>grad</td>
<td>clinical</td>
<td>Mittal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>497</td>
<td>Special Topics in Clinical Psychology: Multilevel Modeling</td>
<td>grad</td>
<td>stats</td>
<td>Mroczek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>519</td>
<td>Ethics: Responsible Conduct of Research</td>
<td>grad</td>
<td>all</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>Graduate Course on Scientific Writing</td>
<td>grad</td>
<td>all</td>
<td></td>
<td>Miller</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>